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Poe www.Poe.com Seach Incredible Multi AI Tool

Craiyon https://craiyon.com/ AI AI-powered image generation and art

D-ID https://www.d-id.com/ AI AI-powered video anonymization and privacy

DALL-E mini https://openai.com/dall-e-2/ AI AI-powered image creation

Dataiku https://www.dataiku.com/ AI AI-powered data analytics and modeling platform

Deep Image https://deep-image.com/ AI AI-powered image enhancement and upscaling

Descript https://www.descript.com/ AI AI-powered audio and video editing software

designstripe https://designstripe.com/ AI AI-powered illustration creation

designstripe https://designstripe.com/ AI AI-powered illustration creation

Durable https://durable.co/?via=futurepediaAI AI-powered Website

FotoMedley https://fotomedley.com/ AI AI-powered photo to dot-to-dot puzzle maker

Free AI Video Maker App https://www.magisto.com/ AI AI-powered video creation and editing

GitHub Copilot https://copilot.github.com/ AI AI-powered code completion for developers

Hotpot.ai https://www.hotpot.ai/ AI AI-powered design and branding

IBKR Event Trader https://www.interactivebrokers.com/en/index.php?f=717AI AI-powered event-driven trading platform

IBKR Event Trader https://www.interactivebrokers.com/en/index.php?f=717AI AI-powered event-driven trading platform

Imagen AI https://imagen-ai.com/ AI AI-powered image and video analysis tool

InVideo https://invideo.io/ai/?r=G3FMUEAI AI-powered video creation and editing tool

Kodezi https://kodezi.com/ AI AI-powered code editor and IDE

Komo Search https://komo.ai/ AI AI-powered search engine

Legal Robot https://www.legalrobot.com/ AI AI-powered legal services and document analysis

Lumen5 https://lumen5.com/ AI AI-powered video creation and marketing

Meya.ai https://meya.ai/ AI Platform for building chatbots and voice assistants

Mixo.ai https://www.mixo.io/ AI AI-powered music sample library and creation tool

Module.ai https://www.module.ai/ AI AI-powered workflow optimization platform

Molnify https://molnify.com/ AI Cloud computing platform for AI and machine learning

Mubert Subscription https://mubert.com/ AI AI-powered music streaming service

Neurala https://www.neurala.com/ AI AI-powered vision and data analysis platform

NeuralDesigner https://www.neuraldesigner.com/AI AI-powered data modeling and visualization tool

Neurocat https://neurocat.ai/ AI AI-powered data analysis and modeling platform

Noodle.ai https://www.noodle.ai/ AI AI-powered supply chain optimization and analytics

nTopology https://ntopology.com/ AI AI-powered generative design and engineering software

Nyriad https://nyriad.com/ AI AI-powered data storage and processing platform

Octave https://octave.dev/ AI AI-powered voice and messaging platform for healthcare

OpenAI https://openai.com/ AI Research organization and developer of GPT language models

OpenNMT https://opennmt.net/ AI Open-source machine translation and language modeling software

OpenSea https://opensea.io/ AI Marketplace for non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

ParallelDots https://www.paralleldots.com/AI AI-powered text and image analysis platform

Pathmind https://pathmind.com/ AI AI-powered simulation and optimization platform

Peltarion https://peltarion.com/ AI AI-powered platform for building and deploying AI models
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PerceptiLabs https://www.perceptilabs.com/AI AI-powered machine learning platform with visual interface

Perplexity AI https://perplexity.ai/ AI AI-powered question answering platform

Personal AI https://www.personal.ai/ AI AI-powered personal productivity and task management platform

Phrasee https://phrasee.co/ AI AI-powered email marketing optimization platform

Phygital Plus AI Library https://library.phygital.plus/ AI AI research and knowledge sharing platform

Pictory https://pictory.ai/ AI AI-powered video marketing platform

Piggy Marketplace https://piggy.to/magic?utm_source=futurepedia&utm_medium=marketplace&utm_campaign=futurepediaAI AI-powered tool and service marketplace

PixelBin https://www.pixelbin.io/ AI AI-powered media transformation

PredicSis.ai https://www.predictiveanalyticstoday.com/predicsis-ai/AI AI-powered predictive analytics and modeling platform

Primer https://primer.ai/ AI AI-powered natural language processing and data analysis platform

Prodigy https://prodi.gy/ AI Annotation tool for creating training data for machine learning

Product Hunt https://www.producthunt.com/AI Platform for discovering and sharing new products

Prophet https://facebook.github.io/prophet/AI Open-source time series forecasting software

Qure.ai https://qure.ai/ AI AI-powered medical imaging and diagnostics platform

Rasa https://rasa.com/ AI Open-source platform for building conversational AI

Receptiviti https://www.receptiviti.ai/ AI AI-powered language analysis and emotion detection platform

Riffusion https://www.riffusion.com/ AI AI-powered music composition and production

Robust.ai https://www.robust.ai/ AI AI-powered platform for building and deploying industrial robots

Runway https://runwayml.com/ AI Platform for exploring and creating with AI

SOUNDRAW https://soundraw.io/ AI AI-powered music generation and production

Source AI https://sourceai.dev/ AI AI-powered code editor and project management tool

Stability AI https://www.stability.ai/diffusion2.0AI AI-powered market analysis platform

Steve.ai https://www.steve.ai/ AI AI-powered productivity and task management assistant

Suki.AI https://suki.ai/ AI AI-powered digital assistant for healthcare professionals

Synthesia https://www.synthesia.io/pricing/AI AI-powered video generation platform

Replika replika.com AI Bot “friend”Replika is a chatbot program that doesn't just talk to people, it learns their texting styles to mimic them

Amazon SageMaker https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/AI developmentFully managed machine learning service for building, training, and deploying models at scale

DataRobot https://www.datarobot.com/ AI developmentAutomated machine learning platform for building and deploying AI models

Dialogflow https://cloud.google.com/dialogflowAI developmentBuild and deploy chatbots and conversational agents

Keras https://keras.io/ AI developmentHigh-level neural networks API for Python

ml5.js https://ml5js.org/ AI developmentFriendly machine learning for the web

OpenAI Gym https://gym.openai.com/ AI developmentToolkit for developing and comparing reinforcement learning algorithms

OpenCV https://opencv.org/ AI developmentOpen-source computer vision and machine learning software library

Scikit-learn https://scikit-learn.org/ AI developmentSimple and efficient tools for data mining and data analysis

Snorkel https://www.snorkel.org/ AI developmentProgrammatically build and manage training data for ML models

Teachable Machine https://teachablemachine.withgoogle.com/AI developmentCreate custom machine learning models without code

Wit.ai https://wit.ai/ AI developmentNatural language processing for building conversational experiences

Coursera https://www.coursera.org/ AI educationOnline courses and degrees from top universities

edX https://www.edx.org/ AI educationOnline courses and degrees from top universities

Fast.ai https://www.fast.ai/ AI educationPractical deep learning courses and tutorials

Kaggle https://www.kaggle.com/ AI educationCommunity and platform for data science competitions
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Udacity https://www.udacity.com/ AI educationOnline courses and degrees in technology

Rosebud AI https://www.rosebud.ai/ AI Generated VisualsImages

Craiyon https://www.craiyon.com/ AI model drawing images from any prompt!Images

AAAI https://aaai.org/ AI research Professional organization dedicated to advancing the scientific understanding of AI

arXiv https://arxiv.org/ AI research Repository of electronic preprints of scientific papers in the fields of mathematics, physics, astronomy, computer science, and more

Distill https://distill.pub/ AI research Interactive, visual articles about machine learning research

EleutherAI https://www.eleuther.ai/ AI research Open research community for language models

Hugging Face https://huggingface.co/ AI research Open-source library for NLP models

Papers with Code https://paperswithcode.com/AI research Free resource for researchers to track and compare state-of-the-art ML models

PyTorch https://pytorch.org/ AI research Open-source machine learning framework

spaCy https://spacy.io/ AI research Open-source NLP library for Python

TensorFlow https://www.tensorflow.org/ AI research Open-source machine learning framework

AMAI https://amai.io/ AI Voices That Sound Like Humans but Scale Like SoftwareVoice

Ottertune https://ottertune.com/ AI-Powered Database AdminDatabase

Subtxt https://subtxt.app/ AI-Powered StorytellingWriting

Aimages https://aimages.ai/ AI, EducationAI-powered video enhancer

Authors A.I. https://authors.ai/ AI, EducationAI-powered writing and editing tools

Basic to Beautiful https://slides.com/ AI, EducationAI-powered presentation software

BlueWillow https://bluewillow.ai AI, EducationAI-powered content analysis and recommendations

Compose AI https://compose.ai/ AI, EducationAI-powered writing assistant

Futurepedia https://futurepedia.io/ AI, EducationAI tools and resources directory

Copy.ai https://www.copy.ai/ AI, Prompt AI-powered writing assistant and content generator

RunwayML https://runwayml.com/about/AI, PromptsPlatform for exploring and creating with AI

Tome Beta https://beta.tome.app/ AI, PromptsAI-powered book writing platform

Craiyon https://craiyon.com/ AI/Creation AI-powered image generation and art

Fliki https://fliki.ai/ AI/Creation AI-powered video creation and voiceovers

Free AI Writing And SEO Toolshttps://www.frase.io/ AI/EducationAI-powered writing and SEO tools

Futurepedia https://futurepedia.io/ AI/EducationAI tools and resources directory

IBKR Event Trader https://www.interactivebrokers.com/en/index.php?f=717AI/Finance AI-powered event-driven trading platform

Cradle http://cradle.bio Biology Cradle designs cell-factories using breakthroughs in machine-learning as well as wet-lab technologies.

AIPRM

maya https://meetmaya.world/ Chatbot A market intelligence engine that combines business with external data to develop faster and more accurate decisions.

Alethea AI https://m.alethea.ai/ Chatbot Alethea AI™ is building a protocol for Interactive and Intelligent NFTs (iNFTs). The iNFT® protocol enables anyone to easily create AI-powered NFTs and add more utility to their favorite digital assets.

Chai.ml https://chai.ml/ Chatbot Build and deploy an AI chatbot to thousands of users.

Character AI https://beta.character.ai/ Chatbot Character.AI is bringing to life the science-fiction dream of open-ended conversations and collaborations with computers.

Circle Labs https://circlelabs.xyz/ Chatbot make ur own bots and chat with them on discord

Gemsouls https://www.mygemsouls.com/Chatbot Meet, befriend, and create virtual characters

Daemon https://mydaemon.ai/ Chatbot AI

Quickchat https://www.quickchat.ai/ Chatbot AI

Replika https://replika.com/ Chatbot

Forethought https://forethought.ai/ Chatbot,Customer ServiceA customer service platform powered by AI.
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Friday https://friday.education/ Chatbot,Search

ChatGPT Prompt Genius Chrome extensionhttps://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/chatgpt-prompt-genius/jjdnakkfjnnbbckhifcfchagnpofjffoChrome extension for generating AI prompts with ChatGPTChatGPT., Prompt

Replit Ghostwriter https://replit.com/ Coding Accelerate your coding with AI assistance and mobile app


Tabnine https://www.tabnine.com/ Coding AI assistant for software developers

Moderne https://www.moderne.io/ Coding Automated software refactoring to keep up-to-date with API changes, fix vulnerabilities, and improve code quality.

Mintlify https://mintlify.com/ Coding Beautiful documentation that converts users

Durable https://durable.co/ai-website-builderCoding Build a website in 30 seconds using artificial intelligence

Mutable AI https://mutable.ai/ Coding Build fast with production quality using AI

Codiga https://www.codiga.io/ Coding Code Snippets and Code Analysis

Enzyme https://enzyme.so/ Coding Create, manage and ship web3 apps with ease.

Stenography https://stenography.dev/ Coding Finally. Automatic Documentation.

Debuild https://debuild.app/ Coding

GitHub Copilot https://github.com/features/copilotCoding AI

Onloop https://www.onloop.com/ CommunicationOnloop is to team development what the Apple Watch is to fitness

ManageBetter https://managebetter.com/ CommunicationOur products help managers grow productive teams through personalized action plans, relevant career goals, and actionable feedback. 

Keys https://www.thekeys.ai/ Communication

regie.ai https://www.regie.ai/ Content OperationsAn AI content platform for GTM teams


Letterdrop https://letterdrop.com/ Content Operations

Explainpaper https://www.explainpaper.com/Content Operations,Knowledge ManagementA better way to read academic papers.

Contenda https://contenda.co/ CopywritingContenda's artificial intelligence tools reimagine your content in new formats for your audience to discover, with no extra work from you.

Copysmith https://copysmith.ai/ CopywritingCopysmith is the AI content creation solution for Enterprise & eCommerce

Anyword https://anyword.com/ CopywritingCopywriting AI with predictable results

Copy AI https://www.copy.ai/ CopywritingExperience the full power of an AI content generator that delivers premium results in seconds.

Clickable https://www.clickable.so/ CopywritingGenerate ads in seconds with AI

Jasper AI https://www.jasper.ai/ CopywritingJasper is the AI Content Platform that helps you and your team break through creative blocks to create amazing, original content 10X faster.

Hypotenuse AI https://www.hypotenuse.ai/ CopywritingLet AI write your content in seconds. Without writer’s block.

Writesonic https://writesonic.com/ CopywritingMeet Writesonic: World's only AI writer that helps you write SEO-optimized,

long-form (up to 1500 words) blog posts & articles in 15 seconds.

Regie.ai https://www.regie.ai/ Copywriting

Bertha https://bertha.ai/ Copywriting

Contents https://www.contents.com/ Copywriting

Writer https://writer.com/ CopywritingAI

PepperType AI https://www.peppertype.ai/ Copywriting

Cresta https://cresta.com/ Customer ServiceCresta is real-time intelligence for the contact center. Our modular AI-powered products quickly layer into any contact center to help agents, managers, and leaders work together to grow revenue and improve efficiency.


Aide https://aide.app/ Customer Service

symbl.ai https://symbl.ai/ Customer Service

excelformulabot https://excelformulabot.com/Database,CodingAI

Alpaca https://www.getalpaca.io/ Design A photoshop plugin for generative AI.

Diagram https://diagram.com/ Design Magical new ways to design products using AI.

Diagram https://diagram.com/ Design Magical new ways to design products.
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Tailorbird https://www.tailorbird.us/ Design

uizard https://uizard.io/ Design

Adobe Creative Cloud Podcasthttps://podcast.adobe.com/ Education Podcast series featuring interviews and tips from creative professionals

buildsapce https://buildspace.so/ Education Coding bootcamp for web development

Eleven Labs https://beta.elevenlabs.io/ Education Software development and consulting services

Frame.io https://frame.io/ Education Video collaboration and project management tool

Investopedia https://www.investopedia.com/Education Financial education and research platform

Investopedia https://www.investopedia.com/Education Financial education and research platform

IONOS https://www.ionos.com/ Education Web hosting and domain registration provider

unDraw https://undraw.co/ Education Open-source illustrations for any idea

Company Name URL Focus Areas

Pygma https://pygma.app/ Frontend

The.com the.com Frontend,MarketingExpand your share of the web, automatically. The.com generates webpages programmatically using language models.


Latitude https://latitude.io/ Gaming Latitude is making AI a tool of creativity and freedom for everyone. Latitude has built AI Dungeon which is one of the first games and commercial applications using language models.

spellbrush https://spellbrush.com/ Gaming AI

Adept AI https://www.adept.ai/ General Software Tool AssistantAdept is an ML research and product lab building general intelligence by enabling humans and computers to work together creatively.

Bardeen https://www.bardeen.ai/ General Software Tool AssistantBardeen saves you time by automating repetitive tasks with a shortcut.

It combines a powerful workflow builder, AI-based recommendations, and contextual automations.

Inflection AI https://inflection.ai/ General Software Tool AssistantInflection is an AI-first company, redefining human-computer interaction

Ponzu https://www.ponzu.ai/ Icons Ponzu helps you create custom logos with the power of AI.

Playground.ai https://playgroundai.com/ Images A search tool for ai generated images.

Pixelz https://pixelz.ai/ Images AI Art Generator

Art Breeder https://www.artbreeder.com/ Images Generate AI art with a community.

PhotoRoom https://www.photoroom.com/Images

SALT https://mobile.twitter.com/SALT_VERSEImages AI

Lexica https://lexica.art/ Images

Botika https://botika.io/ Images

Pirr https://www.pirr.me/ Images,Video,VoicePirr generates erotic fantasies using AI. 


Mem AI https://get.mem.ai/ Knowledge ManagementIntroducing the world's first self-organizing workspace. Mem is the easiest way to capture, share, and make use of knowledge.

Fermat https://fermat.ws/ Knowledge Management,Content OperationsAI

PatentPal https://patentpal.com/ Legal Automate mechanical writing in your patent applications.

Darrow https://www.darrow.ai/ Legal Darrow scans publicly available data to detect hidden legal violations and turns them into cases for legal firms to pursue.

casetext https://casetext.com/ Legal Modern search technology that finds cases Lexis and Westlaw miss.

Harvey https://harvey.ai/ Legal

Adflow https://www.adflow.ai/ Marketing Adflow turns a few words into engaging, high conversion copy to increase sales and boost your brand.

Frase https://www.frase.io/ Marketing Create Content Fast with AI

Simplified https://simplified.com/ai-art-generatorMarketing Design, Write, Edit videos, and Publish Content. Built For Teams.

Omneky https://www.omneky.com/ Marketing Grow Sales with AI-Powered Creative

Mutiny https://www.mutinyhq.com/ Marketing

Osmosis http://osmosis.studio/ Marketing,ImagesAI
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Xyla https://xyla.com/ Medicine AI

Aimi https://www.aimi.fm/ Music Experience interactive music

Boomy https://boomy.com/ Music Make instant music and share it with the world

Soundraw https://soundraw.io/ Music

Aiva https://www.aiva.ai/ Music

Viable https://www.askviable.com/ Product InsightsHarness the power of our AI and GPT-3 to automate your qualitative data analysis without compromising quality.

Anecdote https://www.anec.app/ Product InsightsOur AI engine reads support tickets, chats, social media, phone calls, NPS surveys, app store reviews to produce company specific stories. 

Enterpret https://www.enterpret.com/ Product InsightsPrioritize your roadmap confidently, spot emerging feedback trends and anomalies, and integrate with product analytics for deeper insights.

Staircase https://staircase.ai/ Product Insights

Awesome ChatGPT Promptshttps://github.com/f/awesome-chatgpt-promptsPrompts A curated list of ChatGPT prompts for generating text

Awesome ChatGPT Promptshttps://github.com/f/awesome-chatgpt-promptsPrompts A curated list of ChatGPT prompts for generating text

Best Chat Prompts to Use For 2023.https://www.temok.com/blog/chatgpt-promptsPrompts A list of the best ChatGPT prompts to use in 2023

Chatbot Prompts & Writing Tipshttps://www.chatbotnation.org/writing-promptsPrompts A collection of chatbot prompts and writing tips for chatbot development

Creating Effective ChatGPT Prompts for Language Generationhttps://chatgptprompts.net Prompts Tips and examples for creating effective ChatGPT prompts for language generation

Exploring the Capabilities of GPT-3 through ChatGPT Promptshttps://chatgptprompts.org/ Prompts An exploration of the capabilities of GPT-3 through ChatGPT prompts

Generate And Engineer Your Own Chatshttps://dataconomy.com/2023/02/how-to-use-google-bard-ai-chatbot-examples/?utm_source=clubhousePrompts A tutorial on how to generate and engineer your own chatbot conversations

Maximizing GPT-3 with the Best ChatGPT Promptshttps://gpt3chatprompts.comPrompts A collection of the best ChatGPT prompts for generating text with GPT-3

MidJourney Prompts. https://medium.com/mlearning-ai/an-advanced-guide-to-writing-prompts-for-midjourney-text-to-image-aa12a1e33b6Prompts A design and development agency offering web design, branding, and software development services, with a focus on creating custom solutions for clients with a focus on user experience and innovation

Prompt Engineering courseHTTPS://learnprompting.org/docs/introPrompts Online course for creating effective prompts for AI language models

Prompts for GPT-3: Unleashing the Power of AIhttps://gpt3prompts.com Prompts A collection of GPT-3 prompts for generating text

Prompts for GPT-3: Unleashing the Power of AIhttps://gpt3prompts.com Prompts A collection of GPT-3 prompts for generating text

The Best Chatbot Writing Promptshttps://www.chatbotguide.com/writing-promptsPrompts A collection of the best writing prompts for chatbot development

The Best Prompt Creation Coursehttps://learnprompting.org/docs/introPrompts A comprehensive course on creating effective prompts for language generation

The Ultimate Guide to ChatGPT Promptshttps://chatgptpromptsguide.comPrompts A comprehensive guide to ChatGPT prompts and their applications

The Ultimate Guide to ChatGPT Promptshttps://chatgptpromptsguide.comPrompts A guide to using ChatGPT for language generation, including prompts and examples

Trending Prompts and super easy to use list.https://flowgpt.com/ Prompts A super easy-to-use list of trending prompts for generating text with GPT-3

Writing Prompts for Chatbot Generatorshttps://www.chatbotguide.org/writing-promptsPrompts

Naver HyperCLOVA https://venturebeat.com/uncategorized/navers-large-language-model-is-powering-shopping-recommendations/RecommendationsNaver’s large language model is powering shopping recommendations

Shaped AI https://www.shaped.ai/ Recommendations

Autoregex https://www.autoregex.xyz/ Regex

Creatext https://www.creatext.ai/ Sales Creatext researches your prospects & suggests hyper-personalized snippets for your outreach.

Smartwriter.ai https://www.smartwriter.ai/ Sales Generate 1000s of Personalised Emails that get you 8x more replies within minutes using AI

Lavender https://www.lavender.ai/ Sales Lavender is designed to improve your sales team's workflow.

oliv.ai https://www.oliv.ai/ Sales Oliv learns winning practices from recorded sales conversations, guides sellers to shine in every meeting and helps managers monitor sales process adoption.

Outplay https://outplayhq.com/ Sales

Twain https://www.usetwain.com/ Sales AI

Algolia https://www.algolia.com/ Search Algolia empowers Builders with Search and Recommendation services to create world-class digital experiences.

Glean https://www.glean.com/ Search Glean searches across all your company's apps to help you find exactly what you need and discover the things you should know.

Deepset AI Haystack https://github.com/deepset-ai/haystackSearch Haystack is an end-to-end framework that enables you to build powerful and production-ready pipelines for different search use cases

Andi https://andisearch.com/ Search I'm Andi, your smart search assistant

Metaphor https://metaphor.systems/ Search
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You https://you.com/ Search

Perplexity.ai https://perplexity.ai/ Search

Postearly https://postearly.app/ai Social

Wombo.ai https://www.wombo.ai/ Social AI

Podcast https://podcast.ai/ Social,Speech,CommunicationPodcast.ai is a podcast that is entirely generated by artificial intelligence. Every week, we explore a new topic in depth, and listeners can suggest topics or even guests and hosts for future episodes.

VoiceMod https://www.voicemod.net/ Speech Free Real-Time Voice Changer

Resemble AI https://www.resemble.ai/ Speech AI

Soundful https://soundful.com/ Speech

Wellsaid https://wellsaidlabs.com/ Speech AI

AI2SQL https://www.ai2sql.io/ SQL

Cogram https://www.cogram.com/ SummarizationCogram uses state-of-the-art AI to generate high-quality minutes, identify action items, and summarise your meetings.

Warp https://www.warp.dev/ Terminal Our GPT-3 powered AI search will convert natural language into executable shell commands. It's like GitHub Copilot, but for the terminal.

Chroma https://www.trychroma.com/ Tooling Always optimal ML training data

co:here https://cohere.ai/ Tooling co:here offers NLP models and LLMs as a service.

Common Sense Machineshttps://csm.ai/ Tooling Common Sense Machines is building artificial intelligence that learns to translate the world into a 3D simulation

Dust https://www.dust.tt/ Tooling Design and Deploy Large Language Model Apps

Everyprompt https://www.everyprompt.com/loginTooling Everyprompt is a prompt-management tool for working with language models.

Generally Intelligent https://generallyintelligent.com/Tooling Generally Intelligent is developing general-purpose AI agents with human-like intelligence that can be safely deployed in the real world. They are initially building out the Avalon benchmark for RL agents using a 3D simulator.

Humanloop https://humanloop.com/ Tooling Make GPT-3 faster, cheaper, more effective

Replicate https://replicate.com/ Tooling

Banana https://www.banana.dev/ Tooling

mosaicml https://www.mosaicml.com/ Tooling

Yurts.ai https://yurts.ai/ Tooling

Grabify IP Logger & URL Shortenerhttps://grabify.link/ URL shortener and IP logger service

Synthesia https://www.synthesia.io/ Video Create videos from plain text in minutes

Rephrase AI https://www.rephrase.ai/ Video Humanize communication with digital avatars

RunwayML https://runwayml.com/ Video Magical AI tools, realtime collaboration, precision editing, and more. Your next-generation content creation suite.

Tavus https://www.tavus.io/ Video AI

Hour One https://hourone.ai/ Video

Play.ht https://play.ht/ Voice Built using next generation AI speech technology, Play.ht’s voices capture emotion from text to generate speech that is truly human-like.

Altered AI https://www.altered.ai/ Voice Our unique technology allows you to change your voice to any of our carefully curated portfolio or custom voices and create compelling professional voice performances.

Fable https://fableml.com/ Writing A writing and publishing tool powered by LLMs.

AI21 Labs https://www.ai21.com/ Writing AI21 Labs is building language models for reading and writing.

Sudowrite https://www.sudowrite.com/ Writing Bust writer’s block with our magical writing AI.

Compose AI https://www.compose.ai/ Writing Compose AI is a free Chrome extension that cuts your writing time by 40% with AI-powered autocompletion

Novus https://novuswriter.ai/ Writing Content Creation in the Age of AI

Glasp https://glasp.co/ Writing Glasp is a social web highlighter that people can use to highlight and organize quotes and ideas from the web without switching back and forth between screens, and access other like-minded people’s learning at the same time.

Laika https://www.writewithlaika.com/Writing LAIKA trains an artificial intelligence on your own writing to create a personalised creative partner-in-crime. 

Moonbeam https://www.gomoonbeam.com/Writing Moonbeam's AI will give you everything you need to write killer long form content.

NovelAI https://novelai.net/ Writing NovelAI is a monthly subscription service for AI-assisted authorship, storytelling, virtual companionship, or simply a GPT powered sandbox for your imagination.

Otherside AI https://www.othersideai.com/Writing
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Rytr https://rytr.me/ Writing

Super Fragile https://superfragile.com/ Writing

Lex https://lex.page/ Writing

Wordtune https://www.wordtune.com/ Writing

BuiltWithGenerativeAI https://twitter.com/builtwithgenai A community for builders who are using generative ai.

Caktus Student Mobile https://www.caktus.ai/caktus_student_mobileAI

Poe www.poe.com Best multi search

Kaiber.ai Kaiber.ai

Play.ht Play.ht

Sage https://poe.com/sage

Veed veed.io

Compose Compose.ai

RytR rytr.me

Dream like dreamlike.art

Claude www.poe.com/claude

Dragonfly Dragonfly.ai

Song secure songsecure.com

Scenario scenario.com

Pharma psychotic pharmapsychotic.com

Tome Tome.app

There's an AI for that hello hello hello yes this I'm here yestheresanaiforthat.com
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